
CLEAN UP MANAGE CONTROL

Netwrix Strongpoint for Salesforce 

CUSTOMER FEEDBACK

"Strongpoint gives me complete visibility and control of my systems, so I know what’s going on... I have full confidence that my environment 
is safe, happy and healthy." 

Zoominfo

In Salesforce, more customizations can mean more risk. But with Strongpoint, businesses can manage change with 
security and speed. Strongpoint's four product tiers offer progressively deeper alignment with your business practices, so 
you can document, optimize, administer, and audit your Org. Setting up your instance to meet these requirements doesn’t 
have to be stressful, expensive, or time-consuming. In fact, with Netwrix Strongpoint, there are just three easy steps: 

Identify and safely eliminate technical 
debt for a cleaner, easier-to-manage, 

and easier to audit Org.  

Use automation to speed up your 
change processes, reduce risk, and 
get accurate, audit-ready reports.  

Build smart controls around access 
management, data changes, and other 

critical functions. 

Your first step towards a smarter, safer Org 



Key Features of Netwrix Strongpoint

GAIN CONFIGURATION INSIGHT EASILY SPOT DEPENDENCIES

MANAGE CHANGE EFFECTIVELY MITIGATE RISK

 

HOW IS NETWRIX 
STRONGPOINT DIFFERENT?

SCALABILITY 
Knowing how your Org has been 
customized can be difficult in a mature 
instance, or if external consultants 
have been involved.  

Change management is about under-
standing what you’re doing, under-
standing the impact, and ensuring 
policies are in place to maintain security, 
compliance, and efficiency.  

Without insight and control, changes can 
introduce new security risks. Reduce that 
risk by documenting your environment 
and applying strong change manage- 
ment policies.  

Customizations don’t exist in a vacuum 
— they connect to reports, flows, apex, 
and other automation.

Netwrix Strongpoint for 
Salesforce scales to meet the 
needs of the largest Orgs. 

LIGHTWEIGHT FOOTPRINT

Low-impact and schedulable 
scans add little overhead to busy 
Orgs. 

LOW COST OF OWNERSHIP

Remove the need for prolonged 
consulting engagements with 
automation and pre-built reports 
and analysis. 

ENSURE APPROPRIATE ACCESS LIGHTEN AUDIT BURDEN

Use pre-defined or customized 
reports to automate the review of 
access. Ensure that only users with 
authorization can access the parts of 
the system needed. 

Pass security and compliance audits fast 
with pre-defined reports showing 
approved changes, resolved incidents, 
and remaining unresolved incidents.

FAST TIME TO VALUE

Deploy in weeks not months and 
start to gain the benefits of better 
insight and control.

Request One-to-One Demo netwrix.com/strongpoint
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